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PREFACE. 
,The Green Bug, Toxoptera graminum , whioh ~B 
a serious pest on small grains, was first found in 
Kansas in the SprinB of 1907. It appeared then 
in such great numbers that great harm was done to 
the wheat arop in some places. In order to combat 
this pest successfully it was neoessary to study the 
problem fundamentally. Insects were, therefore, 
brought into the laboratory and bred through Buccessive 
generations. Many interesting biological phenomena 
were noted and problems suegested. 
This paper eives the results of experiments 
performed with a view of determining theeffeots of' 
~ood and temperature upon the growth and development 
of the green bug, pa~ing espeoial attention to the 
question of th.e probable oause of the ohange from 
the parthenogenetic to the sexual mode of reproduotion. 
It was at the suggestion of Professor S. J. Hunter 
that this v{ork was undertalcen and the writer wishes 
at this time to thank him for his kindly interest -and 
oriticism and many helpful suggestions. 
The', wti tar also desires to express her sincere 
appreciation of the help rendered by all others of 
the Department of Entomology, especially by Mr. H. 
B. Hungerford in keeping the recorns of the 
experiments and Miss Hazel Hall and Mr. Roy 
Fraser in carrying on the check series. 
The colored plate and the figUre s shawing the 
Intermediate forms of the green bug, and the 
chart , showing the relation between temperature 
and the ~a.te , of';,· reproduation were taken from the 
Bulletin, "The Green Bug and Its Natural Enemies". 
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THE INFLUENCE OF FOOD AND TEMPERATURE 
UPON THE GROWTH AND DEVEL~PMENT OF THE GREEN BUG. 
"Many volumes have been written upon the habits 
and life histories of plant-lice; enough has been 
written upon the grape Phylloxera alone, to fill a 
small library. And yet we have much' to learn 
about plant-lice. I believe they present as varied, 
peculiar, interesting, and wonderful phases in their 
habits and life histories as do any other inseota." 
Thus wrote Slingerland twenty years ago. 
Since then many more volumes have been added; 
enough to fill a large library, and still no sat-
isfaotory solution has been obtained of one of the 
most interesting biological problems illustrated 
in this group of insects, viz_, the transition 
from the parthenogenetic to the saxual phase of 
the life cycle. 
Many investi~tors have studied this question, 
have expe~imented, have discovered factors that 
influence the growth and development of these 
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insects and have advanced theories as to the sol-
ution of the problem. It was to corroborate the 
work of some of these experimentors, to obtain, if 
possible, more definite results and perhaps through 
them to throw some light upon the solution of this 
mystery of Nature, that the writer undertook ex-
perimental work ~n the influence -of food and temp-
erature upon the growth and development of the green 
bug, (Toxoptera graminum). It was at the suggestion 
of Professor S. J. Hunter that the writer undertook 
this work and she is greatly indebted to him for 
his aid and suggestions throughout. 
The life oyole of aphids briefly is as follows: 
in the spring the stem mother hatohes *rom the 
overwintering egg; she gives birth to wingless 
agamio females which in turn reproduoe partheno-
genetically, the progeny being either wingless 
forms or winged ones oapable of perpetuating the 
species by their ability to fly to new fields. 
In the fall the true males and females appear, mate 
and the overwintering eggs are aepo8ited. 
It has been demonstrated, however, that this 
oyole oan be altered by ohanging the attendant 
oonditions. 
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Kyber found that by keeping the insects in a 
warm room a series of agamio generations was produced 
which extended through four years without the inter-
vention of the sexual forms. However, no reoord 
was kept of the number of generations produoed 
during this time. This seems to indioate that 
temperature is a factor in the production of sex 
forms. 
Slingerland furnished further data on this point. 
He produced under oonstant temperature conditions 
in the insectary at Cornell, sixty-two generations 
in two years and ten months, with no males or females 
and no winged forms. He also found that the 
reproduotive power of the agamio females did not 
decrease through nearly sixty generations. 
To learn whether winged females might not be 
produced if the plants became overcrowaed with the 
aphids, he allowed in several instances, reproduction 
to go on undisturbed in his cages. These experiments 
proved nothing definitely for in each case, when 
several hundred had accumulated on a small plant, 
"the overcrowding was ohecked by a fungous growth, 
which set in and destroyed a majority of the inseota. 
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Clarke, in California, states that he has been 
able to produce a winged generation at will by simply 
changing the chemical constitution of the sap of the 
host-plant o"n which the aphids were reared in his 
laboratory. 
Kellogg believed that extrinsic influenoes, 
suoh as crowding the host plant and hence lessening 
the food, or an unusual humidity or lack of humidity • . 
an early lowering of temperature in autumn, etc •• 
seemed to be very potent in producing or acting 
as effective stimuli for adaptive variations of the 
usual course of life. 
Davis in his studies on the Corn Root-Aphis, found 
that bisexual forms might appear in any generation, 
providing the environmental oonditions were such 8S 
to favor their development. In his work, in t he 
ins eotary, sexual forms appeared in Ootober and Nov-
ember from 12 different generations, varying from 
the eleventh to the twenty-second, inolusive. This 
seemed to indioate that the appearance of the sexes 
might be oonditioned by temperature . A. further 
illustration of this was the occurrence of sexual 
forms on September 5, 1905, at which time the 
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weather was quite cool for that time of the year, 
while in 1906 the sexual forms did not appear until 
October 2. the weather up to that time being milder 
than in 1905. 
Mr. Davis also recorded numerous instances in 
which the first young of a generation were viviparous 
and the last oviparous. I~ these cases it was 
noticed that after the production of viviparous forms 
the aphis would rest a few days before beginning 
to produce sexual forms. 
This ,was not a new 'observation, for Buckton, in 
his "Monograph of 'British Aphlds,n says that several 
early observors had stated that the female aphis is 
at different periods of her life both viviparous 
and oviparous. He, however, did not agree with this 
view. stating that, nit may be pretty certainly 
asserted that the viviparous aphis is never oviparous, 
and that the converse also is true." 
The results obtained by Davis prove that the 
early observers may have been correct in their belief 
that an aphis might be both oviparous and viviparous . 
and that Buckton was wrong. :til" 'his denial of the 
possibility of such a thing, at least as far a8 the 
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Corn Root-Aphis is oonoerned. 
All of the aphides which Davis reared individ-
ually, in vials, were wingless. Other aphides, 
however, of the same mothers, and plaoed in cages 
oontaining many oth~r aphides as well 8S a leS8 
abundant food supply, often beoame winged. "From 
these and other evidences obtained, "he states, 
"it may be in£erred that the development of the · 
winged forms among aphides is largely oaused by an 
insufficient food supply." 
Tanreuther (19)7) thought that though the oon-
ditions of food and temperature were very important 
in aphid development. they influenced only in an in-
direot way the appearanoe of the sexual forms. With 
the aphides used in his experiments, normallY,the 
sexual females appeared about the middle of September.~ 
after the production of six parthenogenetic 
generations. These six inolueded the stem mother 
and the pre-€sexual generation. Favorable 
oonditions would retard growth and lengthen the time 
for any given generation, thereby causing the sex 
forms to appear later. The presexual generation, 
whieh is produced by the fifth parthenogenetio 
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generation, gave rise to either all male or all 
sexual females. According to his obs ervations it 
appeared that an egg mus t be frozen before it would 
complete development. ' The greatest number of 
winged for~s appeared in the second generation, 
especially when food was abundant. 
Judging' from the observations of these various 
men, it would seem that environmental , conditions, 
particularly food and temper ature, have a great 
influence upon the trans ition from the parthenogenetic 
to the sexual phase of t he life c¥cle. Indeed, 
several years ago it was the general opinion of 
zoologists that there was a possibility that sox in 
. -
aphids was determined by external conditions. 
With the idea in mind t hat on t h i s interpretation 
it might be possible to regulate sex in aphids by 
controlling the conditions under which they were 
kept, Professor T. H. Morgan and Miss N. M. stevens 
began work on the group. The experimental work 
was done conjointly while Miss stevens took up the 
histological side. The aphid us ed was the rose 
aphid. The work gave only negative res ul ts on 
the experimental side. None of t he external 
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conditions to which the aphid was subjected produced 
the change from the parthenogenetic to the sexual 
forms. A long series of experiments, was tried, in 
which twigs of the rose with aphids on them were 
kept in solutions of various salts, magnesium, 
calcium, potassium, lithium. It was hoped that 
the solutions, drawn up into the stems by the evapor-
ation from the leaves would be imbibed by the aphids 
which procure their food by sucking t he juices of 
the plant and a change in the mode of reproduction 
brought about. The results, as s tated above , 
were negative. 
Concerning the effects of temperature on the 
cycle of this rose aphid, it was found that t he 
sexual forms might appear in the late summer before 
cool weather began. Furthermore , late in the autumn 
parthenogenetic individuals could always be found 
on the ends of t he young twigs of the rose. In 
one case a potted r ose was kept outside of a window 
and aphids remained on it until December, even 
after freezing temperature outside . V!hen brOUGht 
into the green- house , these terminal aphids mi 6ht 
Jontinue to mult iply throuGhout the winter without 
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reproducing sexually. These facts seemed to show 
that temperature need take no direct part in the 
chanee in mode of reproduction ; also tliat the 
conclusions drawn from KYber l s experiment were 
doubtful . 
Morgan states , "The continued parthenogenes i s 
of aphids brought into the green- house need not mean 
that the result i s due to removal from the effects 
of cold , but tl1at those individuals having escaped , 
so to speak, the influences , whether internal or 
external , that cause the cycl i cal change, continue 
to reproduce by parthenogenesis . \7hether, having 
escaped at the critical period they could ever 
subsequently be caused to produce the sexual forms , 
is not Jmown, but there is nothing that we know 
opposed to such a view. " 
17/hen tho sexual forms appear tho leaves have 
in many cases begun to dry up , or at least to harden 
so that nourishment may be more difficult to obtain. 
In the rose aphid the sexual forms are found on the 
lower , older leaves , while the parthenogenetic 
indiV'iduals are on the terminal young buds and 
younger leaves . I f these are brought into the 
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green-house they continue to produoe parthenogenetio-
ally; the leaves of the plants grown und"er suoh 
conditions remain soft , many young leaves are present 
and the terminal buds continue to grow. 
Judging Irom the results OI his experiments , 
Morgan thought that temperature probably had no direot 
influence on the life-cycle in the aphids, but that 
" perhaps theohange might be conneoted with oonditions 
of nutrition. 
Pursuing this line of investigation, he had an 
analysis made of the leaves of the rose and of map~es 
in June when the young aphids had just emerged 
and another late in the autumn when the leaves we re 
old and the sexual Iorms had appeared . It was 
Iound that there was no great differenoe between the 
two sets of leaves. In June there was more water , 
in October, more starch and also a greater amount of 
ash . Of course ther might be many other substances 
present that differ in amount not brought out by an 
analysis of this kind . 
In spite of the negative results obtained, 
Morgan sums up his discussion by saying, "The forgoing 
disoussion is not intended to imply that external 
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conditions are not potent factors i n the lif~ cycles 
of species with alternation sexual and parthenogenet-
ic.reproduction. On the contrary, I am prepared 
to accept suoh ' a view d~sp1te the negative result of 
the ' experiments; but 'one fact of capital i mportance 
has been, I think, overlooked in the interpretation 
that has been applied to the facts. The resulta 
show that whatever the conditions are t hat bring about 
the transformation, the change involves the produotion 
of both sexual forms, the male and t he sexual female ; 
hence the conditions do not determine sex in the 
sense of produoing either males or sexual f emales _, 
but bring to an end parthenogenetic and introduce 
sexual reproduction. It follows, I think, with 
probability that we are dealing with two different 
things here , and that con~lBlon has resulted from 
supposing them to be the same. lT 
Morgan 's work then has served to show tho s e who 
are interested in the question of sex determination, 
that it would be more profitable for them to follow 
other lines of investigation, but has left the prob-
lem of the cause of the change from the partheno-
genetic to the sexual cycle practically as it was 
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before. 
In consideration of this question comparisons 
are made with two other groups of animals , the 
daphnians and the rotifer, Hydatina senta, in 'which 
the relation between sex and parthenogenesis is very 
similar to that in aphids. 
In the daphnians the fertilized eggs produce only 
. females while either males or sexual ~emales may be 
produced from parthenogenetic eggs. Many investigat-
ors have worked with this group of animals. Kurz 
found that by slowly evaporating the water in which a 
colony of daphnians lived, sexual forms were caused 
to appear. Schmankewitsch suggested that this was 
brought about by an increase in the salt content of 
the water . Weisman concluded that the life cycle 
in it s extent and various phases is the result of an 
internal mechanism that has become adapted , so to 
speak, to those conditions that each species is most 
likely to meet with. IssaJeowitsch, however , thought 
that the phases of the lif~ cycle were materially 
affected by external conditions; that environment 
largely affected the internal mechanism. 
In his experiments, Issakowitsch found that by 
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keeping the daphnians at a low temperature (24° 0. ) 
a great percentage of parthenogerietic females was 
produced, while at a higher temperature the tendency 
was to produce more males and winter eggs . 
Although hie results seem to show that temperature 
determines sex-production in these animals, Issako-
witsch thinks that it acts only indirectly , that these 
results are brought about in its action in connection 
with food conditions. He kept two sets of animals 
under the same temperature conditions , but starved 
one and fed the other. The starved set produced 
males and sexual females at once . He concludes then 
that food rather than temperature alone is the sex-
producing factor. From the results of his temperatur.e 
experiments his conclusion is , "that since at a low 
temperature the assimilatory activity of the cells is 
lessened , and since the activity of the growing 
egg is more intense than that of' any other cell , 
we must conclude that at a low temperature the cond-
itions are unfavorab1e for nourishment of t he egg 
• 
in the ovary . e expect , therefore, to develop 
a winter egg or a small male egg. " 
. Keil hack and ~trohl rejected Issakowi t sch' B 
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conclusions. The Langhans , founa that external 
agents did have an effect on the life cycle. Among 
these agents they placea the excretions of certain 
daphnians themselves. Woltereck discovered that 
different speoies and differ"ent lines behaved 
dif!erently. Some were affeoted by external oond-
itions :-'easily, while in others the cyele seemed to 
be determined almost entirely by i nternal faotors . 
McClendon believed that starvation, temperature 
differences, and excretions modifiea the l ife cycle. 
Papanicolau thought that both internal ana external 
faotors were responsible for the phases in the cycle. 
There are, he stated, three different periods in 
eaoh cycle of the two genera with which he worked. 
The first generation c'ounting from the " resting egg, 
and a few first broods of later generations are 
purely parthenogenetic, not to be influenced by 
external oonditions. Some of the late broods of 
late generations make up another perioa in which the 
females have a sexual tendenoy and no external 
conditions oan make them parthenogenetic. The 
period of Tt transition from parthonogenesis to 
sexuality" comes between these other periods. 
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During this time warmth induces parthenogenesis, 
and oold, sexuality. 
The life cFole of the rotiier, Hydatina senta, 
resembles in many ways that of aphids. In this all 
fertilized eggs become females, and these females 
produoe by parthenogenesis a suocession of partheno-
genetic individuals. 
Maupas, in his experiments with this speoies, 
concluded that temperature was the factor that con-
trolled the proportion of male-producers. 
testing out this theory, obtained negative results 
and came to the conolusion that temperature was but 
an indirect factor, food being the chief one. His 
experiments Showed, he thought, that starvation 
increased the proportion of male-producers. 
Punnett, later, trying out both these oonolusions 
could obtain only negative results, but found evidence, 
as he believed, of strains, each yielding a rather 
definite proportion of male-produoers . He oonoluAed. 
then, that neither food nor temperature,-axternal 
oonditions-, influenced the sex of the offspring, 
but that this was determined by an internal factor, 
the zygotio constitution. 
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IThitney made a great many experiments, conoluding 
that Punnett was right in his assertion that ~ood and 
temperature had no e~feot on the produotion o~ male-
producers, but he, Whitney ~ound no evidenoe o£ oonstant 
strains. He deoided that male-produoers appeared 
ohie~ly in the early part of the family. 
Since the results of these various investigators 
were so oonflicting, A. Frankl~n Shull decided to make 
a careful reexamination o~ the whole · question. He 
took up the subject first in a general way. In order 
lfto asoertain the nature of the fluctuations in 
percentage o~ male-producers, which might occur without 
intentional alteration of the conditions by the experimen-
tor" he bred a series under as nearly normal oonditions 
as possible. He found that there was a considerable 
f1uotuation in the peroentage of male-producers 
appearing in one generation and the next, a1ao that 
there were long-continnued periods in which few 
male-produoers appeared, followed by equally long 
periods in which they were abundant. 
In order to fix a standard amount of variation 
to regard as influenced by any factor it was neoessary 
to find the amount of variation between even closely 
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related strains reared under the same conditions. 
Re found that the ratio of the higher to the lower 
percentage of male-producers is often 8S great as 
1.1 to 1.0, therefore, unless the ratio is greater 
than this it is not safe to infer from a single 
experiment that the agent in question has any influence. 
"In oase of an agent having but ,slight effect, this 
effect should be shown by numerous experiments giving 
small differenoes of practically uniform sign." 
With these points determined, Shull then set out 
to prove o~ disprove the work of his predecessors in 
the field. He discovered that certain chemical 
substances were capable Qf reducing the proportion 
of male-produoers but that their effect is felt only 
during the growth period of the egg. "Once the 
egg has reached its, full growth , or at least after 
it has been laid, chemical substances which, when 
applied throughout life, exolude male-producers are 
powerless to change the nature of the female hatching 
from the egg. In like manner, these substanoes are 
powerless to affect the nature of a female before the 
egg from which she hatches begins its growth. So far 
as these chemical substances are concerned, the fate 
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of an egg is irrevocably determined in its grovvth 
period. n 
Experiments to determine the influence of 
temperature g~ve negative results. 
It appears from this review of the work on 
daphnians and the rotifer, Hydatina senta that much 
more definite results have been obtained with them 
than with the aphids. This is not strange for it 
is a much more difficult matter to control the 
conditions surrounding aphids. Since Aphids live 
upon the the juices of· planta it is no easy task to 
get different chemical substances into these juices. 
It is also quite difficult to confine aphids, as 
they will leave the food plants when the temperature 
is raised or the food supply is scarce. When they 
are placed under glass, it is hard to supply enough 
moisture for the plant without starting a fungous 
growth which destroys the aphids. By careful watching, 
however, the latter difficulties may be surmounted. 
The former, though, that of changing the sap content, 
can only be experimented upon. 
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AgHI~ USED, GREEN ~. 
The aphid used in these experiments was Toxoptera 
graminum, (the green bug, Spring Grain Aphis, etc.). 
In order to determine the results of these experiments 
it was first necessary to know the various forms o~ 
this aphid, e8peci~11y the intermediate or transitional 
forins which appear at or before the time that the 
sexual forms are being produced. 
The best description of these, extant, is given 
in "The Green Bug and Its Natural Enemies", by 
S. J. Hunter. 
"Ordinarily the on~y forms present are the 
apterous agamic females and the Winged migrants; 
but at the time when the sexual forms are being 
produced, marked variations take place, and aside from 
the forms above mentioned, and the males and the true 
females, three more or less distinct intermediate 
forms · appear. 
The chief characteristics which, distinguish the 
different forms are: the number of sensoria on the 
hind tibia, and on the third, fourth and fifth joints 
' 1:')0 . -:W ' ~ 
of the antennae, the presence or absence or degree 
of prominenoe of the ocelli, the shape of the hind 
tibia, the contents of the body, and the presence, 
absence or degree of development of the wings. 
Based on these characteristics, for the purpose 
of this discussion, eight forms are named, five of 
which are distinct and three of which are intermediate 
forms. They are as follows:-
1. Apterous agamic females. 
2. Winged agamic females, 
3. Winged intermediate females, resembling the · 
winged agamic females in antennal charact-
eristics. 
4. Winged intermediate females, resembling the 
true female in antennalcharacteristics. 
5. Apterous intermediate females. 
6. True females. 
7. Males. 
8. stem mothers. 
From a series of tables compiled from the study 
of a great number of specimens of each of the first 
seven forms it was found that all forms had a Single 
(largeY sensori~ on the sixth joint of the antennae 
with a cluster of from four to six smaller ones about 
its margin; one (large) terminal sensorium on the 
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fifth joint, and , with the exception of the malea, 
have no sensorium on the fourth jOint. 
,Theapterous agamic female has no sensoria on 
the third jOint of the a~tennae, no sensoria on the 
hind tibia, no ocelli~ has the ,hind tibia slender, 
and young in various stages of development are 
plainly visible in the body, when mounted under a 
cover glass. 
The winged agamic female has ' from four to seven 
sensoria ' on the third jOint of the antennae, has 
none on the hind tibia, three prominent ocelli, the 
hind tibia are more slender than in the apterous agamic 
forms, the wings are normal, and,the young a!e 
plainly visible in the body under ,a microscope. 
In these two forms the characteristics are 
surprisinsly stable throughout the greater part of 
the year when we consider the great variations which 
suddenly occur in the fall when the intermediate 
and sexual forms are being produced. At this time, 
the fall, notable ' irregularities appear in the other-
wise regular structure of the two above described :forms. 
These irregular aphids are here knO\Vll as intermediate 
forms. 
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These intermediate forms, though divided into 
. / 
three classes, present nearly all gradations between 
the agamic and the oviparous forms. 
The winged intermediate form, resembling the 
winged agamic form in anthnnal characteristics, has 
from two to five sensoria on the third joint of the 
antennae. The hind tibia vary in for.m; they-way 
be thickened, as in the true female, or be slender, 
as in the winge-d agamic form. When the tibiae are 
thiokenedthey possess from none to thirty-nine 
sensoria. This form has three ocelli, nearly or 
quite as prominent as in the winged agamic female. 
The body in some individuals contains only young, 
but in others both young and winter eggs. The 
wings are reduced; in some cases only one branch 
of the third discoidal is lacking, in others the 
wings are crumpled or rudimentary. 
The winged intermediate form, resembling the 
true female in antennal characteristics, is similar 
to the one above ' described, except that the resem-
. 
blanca to the true female is more marked. There 
are no sensoria on the third joint of the antennae. 
The posterior tibia are all thickened and have from 
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5 to 66 ' sensoria. The 009111 are usually ineon-
spieuous or wanting, the body may have only young or 
both eggs and young, and the wings are greatly 
redueed, being in most c~sea. only 'rudimentary. 
The apterous intermediate form resembles t 'he 
true female in all e:lCtenaal characteristics, but· 
is distinguished 'from the true female by'the fact 
that the body contains only young or both young and 
eggs. 
The 1ringeCir. inte,rmediate forms stand between 
the winged agami:() form and the ,true female, and the 
apterous intermediate form stands between the 
apterous agamic form ~nd the true female. 
The true female ' resembles,the apterous agamic 
form in external charaoteristics, except that in the 
true female, the hind tibia are conspicuously thick-
ened and possess from thirty to fifty-five sensoria. 
The body is more robust than in the viviparous 
forms and the eggs showing through the body wall 
give the body a lighter color. The bodies of all 
the intermediate forms are robust, as in the true 
female, but are not so light a green owing to the 
faot that the body contains young as well as eggs. 
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The male which was described by Professor 
Gfuenn resembles in a general way the winged agamic 
form. but is smaller, the abdomen does not exceed 
the thorax in width, and is nearly uniform in 
width throughout its length. The third joint of 
the antennae bears from twelve to t wenty-two sensoria 
the fourth from nine to sixteen, the fifth from 
nine to twenty-s evem. 
The stem mother is wingless, resembling some-
what the oviparous female. The body is robust, 
the abdomen somewhat distended, the color is a 
velvety yellowish g~een, darkened in spots by the 
eyes of the young which show through the body wall. 
The antennae are nearly a third shorter than those 
of the other forms." 
Food Plants. 
The green bug ~eeas upon quite a variety o~ 
plants among which are, wheat , oats, rye, barley, 
spalt, corn and a number of grasses . It i s also 
re'ported as having been found on sorghum. 
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STUDY OF INFLUENCE OF FOOD. 
The problem first taken up was to determine 
what effects food, both in quantity and character, 
has on the growth and development of the so called 
green bug, Toxoptera graminum, with special refer-
ence to the change from the parthenogenetic to the 
sexual mode of reproduction. 
The food plant used was wheat . 
The stock ~rom which the aphids were taken was 
brought int~ the laboratory in the spring ' of 1907 
and reared there under careful observation since that 
time. All forms have appeared. ]!o progeny of 
stem mothers has been added to the stock, since 
. its introcluction into the laboratory, therefore, it 
may be said to be of parthenogenetic line. 
Assuming that chemical solutions might be 
drawn up into the plant with the sap, the wheat was 
given various chemical solutions in place of the 
usual moisture. 
These solutions were prepared by taking, for 
a normal solution, as many grams of the salt as its 
molecular weight to 1000cc of distilled water . For 
a decinormal solution the weight was divided by ten 
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to find the number of grams to be used, etc. 
Following is the table used, 
Solution 
NaC1 solution (deci) 
Sugar (normal) 
liters 
water 
2 
2 
Ammonium nitrate (deci) 2 
Lithium nitrate (deci.) 2 
Iron Sulphate (deci.) 2 
Calcium nitrate (deci,) 2 
Magnesium chloride( n ) 2 
Grams. 
Salt. 
11.68 
78.4 
11.6 
13.7 
15.2 
8.25 
9.53 
The Nutrient solution strong was made by 
taking 8 grs. Ca N03, 2 grs. K N03, 2 grs. Mn S04, 
2 grs. Potassium phosphate in 100 cc water and 
boiling till dissolved, then adding 2 liters 
distilled water. 
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METHODS , 
'~eat· was sprouted. by soaking ' in hydrant water, 
then planted in pots of good clean dirt. As soon 
as the little gre·en shoots appeared above the surface 
of the earth, the pots were taken, nUmbered to 
correspond with the experiments and watered from t ·hat 
time on with the solutions used in these experiments. 
When the work was begun 10ce of the solution was 
applied daily, but it soon beoame apparent that this 
gave too much moist·ure, causing a fungous growth 
whioh was fatal to ,the green bugs. Therefore, 
15 oc. was given every other day or when it was 
hot and dry four times a week. 
The breeding cages ~or the insects were composed 
of lamp chimmeys that fi tt.ed down over the wheat 
stalks into the earth in the pots. The tops of 
these were covered with cheese cloth held in place 
by rubber bands. These chimneys were washed 
carefully each time before being ~oed on a new 
experiment. 
The pots were arranged on long tables in a 
first floor_laboratory having a south exposure. 
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Two tables were ~sed, one f&r each series of 
experiments. Back o~ eaoh experiment was kept a 
second pot for a reserve. food supply_ This was 
treated "just as the experiment_ The sunshine was 
not allowed to come directly upon these plants, for 
it was found that the moisture which collected 
• 
on the wheat blades and glass aided the injurious 
fungous growth. Plenty"of light was a~itted by 
shading the windows wLth white cloth curtains. 
When the green bugs . 'had: sucked the juices 
~rom the plants until they began to turn yellow, 
the blades were cut off close to the ground and 
placed in the reserve food pot so that the insects 
might orawl on to the fresh blades. Then another 
pot of freshly sprouted wheat was placed in the 
reserve line. The dirt from the experimental pots 
was never used for a second experiment, and the pots 
were all carefully scrubbed before being used again. 
The experiments were examined carefully each 
day and observation ~ully noted. In this pa.per, 
however, I have briefly summarized the~ by months, 
noting the general condition and anything out of the 
ordinary. The stock boxes were a.lso observed daily 
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and comparisons made. 
The first and second experiments deal with the 
quantity of the food. Number If or the' ,Drouth 
Experiment as it fs called for convenience, was 
to test out the supposition that when the food 
'plant begins to dry up and the supply becomes 
scarce, ,winged forms are produced. 
Number II, or the Excess Moisture Experimen~, 
might perhaps be more accurately called "The 
abundant food Supply experiment". The object of 
this was to see whether winged forms could be 
excluded by a superabundance of food supply. 
The remiaining fifteen experiments w~re 
treated with the various recorded chemical solutions. 
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EXPERIMENT NO. I. -Drouth 
Period of experiment, January 17,1910 to 
December 19, 1910. 
A~ewly born green bug was taken from the general 
stock and placed on wheat that had not been watered 
for several days. On January 25th five more young 
green bugs were added abd on the 26th two more. 
In this experiment hydrant water was used to 
moisten the plant . The water was applied very 
sparingly, barely enough to keep the blades of wheat 
from shriveline up at once. 
When the food supply ~ was entirely exhausted, 
the bugs were transferred to wheat that was already 
. yellowing for lack of moisture . 
Observa.tions summarized hI month,s,: 
January.- Bugs matured very slowly. 
February.- Both winged and apterous forms present. 
March. 
April . 
May. 
June,· 
Reproduction slow. 
- Both winged and apterous forms present. 
All normal. 
- Both winged and apterous forms present 
though not numerous. 
- Apterous forms very numerous. Srune 
winged forms. . 
- Both winged and apterous forms found. 
July. 
Auguot. 
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- Forms graduallYj .became less numerous. 
Very few winged forms present. 
- Forms very scarce. A."'.few winged 
ones present. 
September.- Number began to increase. Some 
winged forms. 
Ootober. - Forms few in number but proportion 
of winged ones large. 
November.' - Forms still scaroe and proportion 
of winged ones ~mall. 
Deoember. - Forms very scarce. Very few 
winged ones present. 
EXPERIMENT NO . II. - Exoess Moisture . 
Period of experiment, February 21, 1910 to 
Deoember 19, 1910. 
A. number of green bugs were placed mn a pot of 
wheat that had just been given as much water as 
the soil would a.bsorb. 
Hydrant water was used in this experiment and 
was applied two or three times a day, or as often 
as necessary to keep the 80il soaked. 
Under this treatment the wheat grew rank. 
Observations summarize~ ~ months; 
March. 
April. 
- Green1bugs reproduced rapidly. Very 
few winged forms were present. 
- Winged forms became very numerous. 
May~ 
June. , 
July. 
August. 
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- Both apterous and winged forms were 
moderately numerous throughout this 
month. 
- Forms were numerous. Both winged 
and. apterous forms were present. 
- The number varied during this month. 
At fi~st they were numerous, then 
rather soaroe, very soarce and 
inoreasing again to numerous. Both 
apterous and winged were present though 
peroent~ge of apterous was greater. 
- At this time it was diffioult to keep 
the s1.?ook alive on aocount of fungous 
disease. 
September.- Forms were numerous. Both winged 
and wingless were present in numbers. 
Ootober. - Forms quite numerous. Winged and 
wingless, both present. 
November. - still quite nume'rous. 
Deoember. - Forms moderately nUmerous. Both 
apterous and winged. present. 
EXPERIMENT NO. III. - Cane Sugar Normal. 
Period of Experiment, January 19, 1910 to 
Deoember 19, 1910/ 
A.newly born green bug from the general stock 
was placed on a stalk of wheat that had. been sprouted 
and. watered with hydrant water. 
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From the time the experiment was begun the 
solution used to moisten the plant was the Cane 
Sugar normal solution. 
Thewlieat plants did. not thrive very well on 
this solution. 
Observations summarize~ Ez months: 
. 
January. - Experiments well started. No winged 
forms. 
Feb~ary. - First winged form found February 7th. 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
Bugs not very prolific. ITinged 
forms soarce. 
- Winged forms very numerous. Normal. 
- Both wingeu and apterous fo~s presen~ 
April 20th, on cheek, intermediate 
form found. . 
- Forms numerous. Winged form~ 
have shorter wings. 
- Forms very numerous. Proportion 
of winged forms not very large. 
- Forms small. Reproduction slow. 
Some winged forms present. 
- Adults were darker in color and 
almost ceased to reproduce. 
September.- Forms began to increase and became 
quite numerous. Some winged 
forms present. 
October. .... Both winged and 8pterous forms 
numerous. ' 
November. - Many ~mall migrants present. 
December. - Forms numerous. Both winged and 
apterous present. 
EXPERIMENT NO lIla. - Dark-::BraWD. SMa.r; normal. 
Period of experiment, May 10, 1910 to 
Deoember 19, '1910. 
Several half grown green bugs were taken from 
the Cane Sugar Normal uxperiment and plaoed on a 
pot of young wheat plants. 
In this expertment Dark Brown Sugar solution 
was us ed. 
The wheat did not thrive with the solution. 
It was diffioult to keep the stock alive on account 
of the poor condition of the' wheat. 
Ob8er~ation8 summarized ~ months: 
:May. - Forms numerous. 
June. - Forms scaroe. 
• 
July. - Forms very scarce. 
August .• - Forms small and scarce. 
september.- ~ery few forms present. 
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October. - Few forms present. Both winged 
and wingless ~orms found. 
November. - Few f .orms present ·. Very few 
winged forms' found. 
December. - Forms seemed to be in slightly 
better 'ondition .though not very 
numerous. 
EXPERIMENT NO. IIIb. - Beet S~gar ~ ~ormal. 
Period of experiment, May 12, 1910 to Deoembet 
19, 1910. 
Some winged forms and some apterous forms were 
taken from those on wheat in Experiment III. Normal 
Sugar, and placed on. a plant ' that had previously 
been sprouted a.nd watered with hydrant water. 
In this experiment Beet Sugar 2x Normal 
solution was used. 
The wheat did not thrive with this solution. 
Observations summarized .!?z months: 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
- Forms scarce. Very few winged forma 
present. 
- Forma small and not very numerous. 
- Moderatelynmnerous. Both winged : 
and wingless present. 
Forms scarce, adults dark in color. 
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September.- Forms moderately numerous. 
Octob-er. - Few winged forms present. Two or 
three intermediate forms found. 
Oot. 31, True female found. 
november. - Forms small a.nd smattered, very few 
winged forms present. 
December. - Number inoreased. Both winged and 
apterous ones present. 
EXPERIMENT NO. 1110. - Cane Sugar ~ Normal. 
Period of experiment, May 12, 1910 ,to December 
19, 1910. 
Removed several apterous and winged forms from 
experiment III in which the Cane Sugar Normal solution 
was being used and placed them on a pot of wheat that 
had been grown in the laboratory. 
The solution used in this experiment was' Cane 
Sugar 2x Normal. 
The wheat did not thrive a.t all on this solution. 
Observations summarized ~ months: 
May. 
June. 
July. 
- Green bugs n~erous. 
- Forms scarce. Very few winged ones 
present. All normal. 
- Forms moderately numerous. Prop-
ortion of winged ones large. 
August. 
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Th~ adult8dar~ in color. Winged. 
forms small. . All forms very ·BcaNe 
toward end o~ month. 
September.- Soattering at first of month but 
.. increasing ' unt.il quit e numerous. 
' Both wing~d .. and a~terous present. 
October. .- Forms not very . numerous, . Oat, · 12, 
found true female. 
" . 
November. - Mod.erately' ·numerous. , Many small 
winged forms. 
December. - Forms small, not very numerous. 
Very few winged ones present. 
EXPERIMENT NO. IIId. - Bee~ Sugar Normal. 
i 
Period: of experi,men-t t .May 27, 1910 to December 
19, 1910. 
A~ number of apterous forms of the green bug were 
taken from those' in Experiment III, ·normal solution 
of Cane Sugar, and placed on some stalks of wheat. 
The solution UBed in this experiment was Beet 
Sugar Normal . 
The wheat in this aa in the other sugar 
experiments did not thrive. 
Observations summarized £z months. 
May. - The experiment was but well started. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
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- Green bugs rather soarce at first, 
but inc~e8sed until moderately 
nmnerous • . 
- Bo·th apterou~ and winged forms 
present. Numerous ~nd normal. 
- Both apte,rous and winged forms 
numerous. Adults darker in oolor. 
September.- Forms soaroe. 
October. - Forms not very numerous. Both 
winged and apterous present. 
November. · - Forms moderately numerous. 
few winged ones found. 
December. - Forms numerous. Winged ones small. 
EXPERIMENT NO. IV. - Salt. 
Period of experiment, January 19, 1.910. to 
Deoember 19, 1910. 
A number of green bugs were taken from the 
general stook and plac~d on a pot of wheat. 
A.. .. salt solut i01+ was used in'" the experiment. 
'Wheat thrived fairly well with this solution. 
Ob s ervations summarized by months: 
January. - Experiment but well started. ' 
February. - Both winged and wingless forms of 
greenbug present. Reproduction slow. 
Maroh. 
April. 
:May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
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Both winged and wingless forms 
quite numerous. 
- Both kinds quite numerous~ 
- Forma very scaree . 
- Forma still scaree. 
- ~Q~ still scarce but increasing 
slowly_ July 28, experiment 
removed to south east'basement l~b­
oratory where temperatur.e was 4 6r 6 
degrees lower than in first floor 
labora.tory. 
- Forma scarce at first but increased 
rapid;t:r. Returned to, 'first floor 
laboratory on August 20th. 
September. -Forms numerous. Both winged and 
apterouB present. 
Ootober. - Forms very numerous. 
~orms Tery small . 
Wing€)d 
No~ember. - Forms very .numerous and .small. 
Winged forn:ts Bcaree . 
December. - Forms numerous. Winged ones soarce. 
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EXPERIMENT NO. V. - Soil Filtrate,. 
Period of experimen~, J~uary 25, 1910 to 
December 19, 1910. 
Green bugs for this experiment were taken from 
the general stock. 
The solution used was soil filtrate. 
Wheat was always in good condition with this 
solution. 
Observation!? au.mmariz,ed Ez montllfitt 
January. - Experiment but well started. 
February. - Winged forms numerous. 
slow. 
Repro'duction 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
- Forms not no~ally prolific. 
Winged ones sdaree. 
- Forms numerous. Proportion of 
Winged ones large. 
- Forms soarce. 
ones present. 
Almost no winged 
- Forms numerous but winged ones scarce. 
- Forms scarce. July 28th removed 
experiment from first floor laboratory 
to south east basement room where 
temperature was 4 or 5 degrees cooler. 
- Forms still scarce. Few winged ones 
present. On August 20th experiment 
was returned to first floor laboratory. 
Septamber.- Number increased considerably. 
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October. - Number few. Winged forms scarBS. 
One int,ermediate. 
November . - Number few. Winged ones scarce. 
Deoember . -Nl1IIlber increased rapidly_ Both 
winged and apterous forms present. 
EXPERlldEnT NO. VI. - Lithium nitrate 
Period of experiment, January 25th, 1910, to 
Deoomber 19, 1910. 
Green bugs used in this experiment taken from 
general stock. 
Lithium nitrate solut ion used to IDmisten plant. 
·,'.'heat appeared to be in good condition. 
Observations ~pmmarized Bz months. 
January. - s tock well started. 
February. '- Bugs seemed not normally prolific. 
March. 
April . 
May . 
June. 
Both winged and apterous forms 
present most of the time. 
- Normal in all ways. Both winged 
and wingless present all of ti~. 
- Uinged forms seemed to be more 
productive than apterous. 
- Normal , Forms did not reproduce 
as rapidly as at aome times and 
winged ones were not so numerous. 
- First week all forms disappeared from 
experiment and check though plants 
seemed to be healthy. Started 
July. 
August. 
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experiment again with more green 
bugs from general stooke Forms 
soarce throughout entire month. 
Difficult to keep stock ali~e. 
- Forms scarce throughout. Probably 
due in great part to heat. 
- Forms not at all numerous. 
September.- Number increased. 
present. 
Wiilged forms 
Ootober. - All normal. 
November. -Forms all small. Few intermediates 
and one true female found. 
Dec.ember. - Both winged and "'v7 ingless forms 
. TJloderately numerous. 
F,xPERlMENT NO. VII. - Nutrient solution. 
Period of EXperiment, January 26, 1910 to . 
December 19, 1910,. ' 
Plaoed three young green bugs from the general 
stock on wheat grown on a sponge in solution. 
Solution made of 150 grams of distilled water 
and 1 co. nutrient solution. 
~Vheat strong and hea~thy. 
Obseryations summarized £z 'months: 
January. - Experiment well started. 
February.- Forms all apparently normal. Both 
winged and wingless ones present. 
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March. - - rtinged forms more numerous . 
April. - Both winged and apterous forms present 
and numerous . April 22 , noticed 
one form with imperfect wing develop-
ment. 
May. - Both winged and apterous forms numerous 
On the 26th some wi~ged ones seemed 
undersized . 
June. - Both winged and wingless forms 
~ery numerous . 
July. - First of month forms .quite scarce but 
latter part quite numerous. 
August . - From 1st to 20th forms were numerous 
and normally reproductive. Augnst 22m 
forms were at a standstill, no winged 
ones , some of the apterous ~dlllts were 
dark colored. . 
August 24, only a few adults remaining 
~d they were dark colored. 
August 26th. the adults remaining 
were beginning to reproduce. 
August 31st , all forms had disappeared 
Took several forms from check and 
started experiment anew. 
September.- Number gradually increased. 
October. - Forms normal , numerous • . Many migrants 
present . 
November. - Both winged and apterous very numerous. 
Some of the winged ones seemed small. 
December . - Both winged and apterous numerous . 
EXPERIMENT NO. VIII. - Ferrous ~m()nimtlls~lphate. 
Period of experiment. Maroh 30th. 1910 to 
December 19. 1910. 
Severa.l sdul t and young green bugs we.re taken 
from the general stock and placed on a pot ~f young 
wheat stalks. 
Ferrous amonium s~lphate was the salt solution 
used ,in this -experiment. 
'Vheat appeared to grow normally with this 
solution. 
Observation summariz~d by months .~ 
Maroh. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
- Experiment started. 
- Forms normally reproduotive. Number 
inoreased throughout month. At olose 
both winged and wingless numerous. 
- Hoth winged and wingless present. 
All nOrIIlS.l. 
- All normal. Both winged amd apterous 
. present. 
- First of month, forms very numerous. 
Last of month forms sca.rce. 
- Removed experiment to basement labora.-
toy where temperature was 4 or 5 degree 
lower than in first floor room. »orma 
began to increase, but scarce through-
out month. August 20th removed plant 
to first floor laboratory again. 
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September.- All forms normal. Number inoreased. 
Ootober. - Did not reproduce so rapidly. On 31st 
on check experiment found four inter-
mediates and one male. 
November. - Winged forms scarce. Humber gradually 
increased. 
December. - Normal. Inorease slow. Very few 
winged ones present. 
EXPERIMENT NO. IX. - Amonitun nitra.te. 
Period of experiment, January 27, 1910 to 
Deoember 19, 1910. 
Two adults and two young green bugs were taken 
from the gener~l stock and placed on a pot of wheat 
stalks groV'm in the laboratory. 
Amonium nitrate solution was used in this 
experiment. 
Plants seemed to absorb this solution very 
rapidly, thus requiring more frequent moistening. 
Observations summarized ~ monthsa 
January, - Experiment well started. 
February, - Bugs normally prolific, became 
numerous. Very few winged forms 
Maroh. 
April. 
present. 
- Reproduction less rapid. Wi.nged 
forms present throughout month though 
not very numerous. 
- Forms Bca.rce, few winged ones present. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
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- Inoreased slo.wly. , Both winged and 
wingless forms present. 
- Not very numerous. Reproduotion 
slow. Both winged and wingless 
forms present. ' 
- Both winged and apterous forms present 
though not very numerous. On the 
28th removed to bas·ement laboratCD17 
Where temperature WalS 4 0 .1" 5, degrees 
lower. 
- Forms scarce. Increased slowly. 
August 20th returned again to first 
floor laboratory. Last of month 
forms very plentiful. 
September.- Apterous forma nu.merous 'but winged 
ones sae.ree. 
Ootober. - All forms normal. 
November. - Forms numerous. Few winged ones 
present. 
Deoember. - Forms nu.ni.erolls. Deoember 9th took 
experiment to att1e 1.aboratorywher6F 
nights :weJ;e oloder. Reproduction 
nearly oeased. Adults dark in 
aolot. 
EXPERIMENT NO. X. - a~lciRffi nitrat~. 
Period of experiment, February 8, 1910 to 
December 19, 1910. 
Several young and partially grovvn green bugs 
were taken from the general stoak and plaoed on a pot 
of young wheat stalks. 
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A <, solution of calcium nitrate was used. in this 
experiment. 
l'fueat d.id not grow as well as when watered. with 
hydrant water. 
Observations summarized ~ ,months: 
February. - Forms all normal. 
present. 
Winged forms 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August . 
- All normal. Some winged forms 
throughout month. 
- Reproduction appgared less rapid. 
6n the 22nd of the month found 
three forms with twisted wings. 
- Forms less numerous, small in size. 
Winged forms scarce. 
- Ilumber gradually increased", until 
last week when they beoame scarce. 
Winged. ones present throughout the 
period though small in proportion 
to apterou8 ones. 
- Forms numerous. On the 2Sth of month 
removed experiment to basement "labora-
tory where temperature was 4 or 5 
degrees lower. 
- Forms numerous and. normal. Some 
winBed. ones present. On 20th 
returned. to first floor laboratory. 
September.- Still numerous. B9th winged. and 
apterous present. 
Ootober. - Normal , less numerous. 
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November. - Forms few and small. 
ones present. 
Very few winged 
December. - Number slightly increased. 
removed one true female. 
Dec. 9th 
EXPERI1W~T NO . XI. - ' Manganes~ sulphate. 
Period of experiment. March 30, 1910 to 
December 19, 1910. 
Several adult and some ¥oung green bugs were 
taken from the general stock and plaoed on a pot of 
young wheat stalkB. 
A solution of Manganese sulphate was used in this 
experiment. 
rfueat seemed to grow normally with this solution. 
Observations summarized ~ months: 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
- Experiment started. 
- Many winged forms present. 
- Forms very numerous. 
ones present. 
Few winged 
- Forms moderately numerous. 
winged ones present. 
Few 
- For greater part of month forms very 
numerous. Last week reproduction 
oeased. Many adults died. 
- First week forms very scarce. Adults 
dark colored, reproduction slow, 
Last part of month increase in numbers. 
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September.- Inorease more rapid • . 
Ootober. Forms moderately numerous. .Winged 
' ones scaroe, . 
November. - ,Reproduotion slow. Winged forms 
scaroe. 
December. - Increase more rapid. Winged forms 
. st ill soaree. 
EXPERI l\ffiNT NO. XlI. - Iron sulphate. 
Period of experiment, From May 5, 1910 to 
:December 19,. ~910. 
L ~number of apterous forms ' of the' gree:r;t bug were 
taken from the general stock and placed on a pot of 
young wheat stalks. 
In t hma Lexperiment a solution of iron sulphate 
was used. 
Vfueat was generally in a poor condition. 
Observations summarized ~ months~ 
May. 
June. 
- Both apterous and winged forms 
numerous. 
- Forms numerous during first part of 
month, but last, week they became 
scarce. Very few winged ones were 
found. 
July. 
August. 
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- Forms inoreased but slowl~. Almost 
no winged ones were found. On the 
28th experiment was removed to 
basement laboratory where temperature 
wa.s 4 or 5 degrees lower than in . 
first faoor laboratory. 
- Forms very soarce. 'August 20th 
returned experiment to first floor 
laboratory. . 
September.- Number increased slowly. 
Ootober. Forms moderately numerous. On 21st on 
check one true female was found. 
November. - Formo s carce and small. Vary few 
winged ones present. 
Deoember. - Forms moderately numerous . Few 
winged ones present . 
EXPERll~~T NO. XIII. - Magnee!~ ohloride. 
. . 
Period of Experiment, from Fe bruar;y " 8th, l~·l.O 
to December 19, 1910. 
Several adult green bugs and 8 few young ones 
were taken from the general stoak and placed on a 
pot of young wbeat stalks . 
A -8olution of magnesium ahloride was used in 
this experiment. 
~1·,lleat fatrly healthy with this solution 
Observations sllp1marized .Bz montp~. 
February. - Forms moderately numerous. Botl 
apterous and winged ones present, 
March. 
April. 
Ma.y~ 
June. 
July. 
.August. 
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- 'ninged forms very numerous. Both 
~pterous and.winge~ forms., On the 
1st, found one crumpled wmnged :form. 
- First of the month winged, forms few, 
After 2'7th they' bee~e numerous •. 
- Forms soaroe., gradual inorease 
towa.rd olose of ,month. , 
- Both winged and apt~roUB forms · 
moderately numerous. , 
- Forms moderately numerous. ' On the 
28bll experiment removed to ba'sement 
laboratory where temper8t~re wa~ 
40r 5 degrees lowe~. ' 
- Forms moderatel~ numerous. Both 
winged and apterous forms present 
but winged one~ soaree.On 20th 
returned. to first floor laboratory. 
Eeptember.- Both apteroU8 and winged forma ':> 
extremely numerous. 
Oatober. - Forms numerous. Proportion of 
winged ones large. 
November. - Fo rms few and small. Winged ones 
soarce. On November 1st found 
one true female. 
Deoember. - Forms scaroe and small. 
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s U~,l1 14 A·! J ~ , 
1· The wheat showed clearly the effeot of the 
different treatments. 
2. food plants w~re constantly 'being renewed .so -
that the wheat never became as old as' that in the 
fields in the fall . 
3. .7inged forms a.ppeared "throughout, apparentll' 
irrespeotive of the amount or oharaoter of food 
supply. 
i. 'Sexual forms, wit,h one exoeptioz;, appeared on 
experiment s at a.bout e~e ' time as 'on thes:t;oak 'boxes 
in labora.tory. 
5. On April 20th, on experiment No. III (Oane 
Sugar normal) there appeared ~n Intermedi,ate form, 
wings orumpled, sensoria on tibia, a faw sensoria 
on antennae, tibia swollen, no eye-spots visible 
in body . 
6. Sexual f orms ' did not appea.r uniformly on all 
of t he experiments but this cnn ,not be oonsidered 
a s signifioant s ince in the rasular st ook boxes, the 
Bame sea s on, true 'sexes and intermediat"e forms were 
vary few and could be found only after ditigent 
search. It may be stated here that the number of 
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sex forms appearing on the stock in the laboratory 
has ' decreased with each year since 1907. 
7. During the time of appearance of sexual forms, 
while the other experiments as well as the stock 
showed a mar ked deorease of agamic forms, the 
• 
nutritive solution experiment and the exo·essive 
moisture experiment oontinued to reproduoe in un-
diminished numbers. 
8. Sex ~forma did not appear in any certain gener~ 
ation. 
DISOUSSIOl. 
The wheat plants in the various experiments 
showed olearly the effect of the differe.nt treatments. 
Those moistened with~, the aeveral sugar solutions 
did not thrive . while those treated with the 
nutritive and solI filtrate solutions grew strong 
and abundantly. Most of the other . experiments 
appeared quite normal. It would seem then that the 
various solutions might, in some degree at lea.st, 
have notered into the sap of the plants. 
It h8S been suggested, that the aging of the 
food has a potent influence on the : ohanges in the 
mode of reproduotion of aphids. This factor ean 
soaroely be oonsidered as entering into the experi-
ments performed, for the food pIants were constantly 
being renewed. The aphids sapped the wheat so 
quiokly that the plants never attained the age of 
thoBe in the fields in the f~ll. This condition 
was likewise true of the stock boxes in the laboratory. 
However, every year since the stock was brought into 
the laboratory on these stock boxes and also on 
the experlemts sexual forme have appeared at practically 
the same season as in; the fields. 
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It is .true the sexual forms did not appear 
uniformly on all of the experiments but this can 
not be ' considered as a sigilifieant fact for they 
were soarce o~ the stock boxes as well. It . seems 
that eaoh year, Since b~ought into the laborator:y 
the number of sexes a.ppearing has decreased ~nd this' 
season the true sexes and intermediate forms could 
be found only after diligent search. 
During the time of the appearanoe .of sexua.l 
forms it is motloeable that there is a marked 
,deorea.s e in the number of agamic forms. This 
was t"C3e in the experimental pote with the exoeption 
of the nutritive solution experiment and the excessive 
moisture experiment. In these reproduction 
oontinued in undiminished numbers., It 'will be 
notioed that the nutritive experiment was 8 sU8pen~ion 
experiment and, therefore, might also be considere'd 
one in whioh an exoess amount of moisture was used • . 
The wheat in these pots was always young and tender. 
. " 
It haa been stated that winged forms appear 
when t he food supply beoomes scarce, in order to 
oontinue the speoies by their ability to' fly to 
:fresh fields. This statement, however, was not 
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~ubstantia.ted in these experiments. Winged forms 
appeared throughout, appa.rently irrespee.ti va of the 
amount of food supply. On the eXQess moisture 
and nutritive experiments where the food wa.s abundant 
winged forms were always to be found as on the other 
experiments. 
All observations go to prove that Intermediate 
forms are produoed at the same time and, therefore, 
probably by the same foroes or oonditions as the 
true sexes. On April 20th one intermediate 
was found on the Cane Sugar normal experiment .. 
This one example is not sufficient evidenoe from 
whioh to draw any definite conolusions. 
Apparently, after all these experiments, we 
are no nearer our goal, no nearer ,to finding out what 
factor is the potent one in oaus~ng the transition 
from the parthenogenetio to the sexual mode of 
reproduotion. We know, though, that food oan 
at most be but an indireot agent in this problem. 
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STUDY OF IHFLum~CE .QE TEl PERAT,TIRE. 
The bearing of temperature upon the growth and 
development of inaects may be discussed from two 
pOints of view, first , its direct influence 
upon tho in ects themsel va's and, second, 'its ind.irect 
otion in changing tho foo d content of the host 
plant . 
Direot Influenoe of Temperature Upon Insects. 
~anderBon i n his paper upon the relation of 
t emperature to the growth of insects reviews clearly 
the work hieh has been done on establishing a "thermal 
const nt" that 1 ~'th8.t aocumulation of mean claily 
temperature above t he ' critioal point' of the spec ies 
which ill oau e it to emerge from hibernation or 
to tra.nsform from any Biven stage . " 
From the work of others and his own experi ments 
he howe that thero is no uniform minimum above 
whioh tho temperature may be aocumulated as effect ive, 
but this varies with each spec ies and phase of growth. 
As far as n mere aocumulation of temperat ure is 
conoerned there eoms to be no lltherrnal constant ll • 
The velocity of reaotion varies according to,the 
range of tomperatures . 
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Sanderson reduced hie re~iew~ to curves showing 
the relation of temperature to the various stages in 
the lif'e cycles of' a great many insects and found 
that the eges and pupaemwhere they exist upder 
similar conditions are similarly affected by temper-
ature, while the active larvae is much more quickly 
inf'luenoed by changes of temperature-. 
In making exact determinations of the effect 
of temperature the moisture conditions must be kept 
constant for with many species moisture has as much 
or more influence than temperature in determining the 
optimum for development . 
. standf'us8 produced moths in autumn from insect 
pupae which normally hibernate, by applying to the 
latter abundant humidity after they had been kept 
for a long period in a very dry condition. 
200 to 400 pupae of Saturnia were kept from June 
to the end of September in a very dry atmosphere and 
then thoroughly moistened a few times at short inter-
vals and about 1 % of such pupae emerged, which 
under normal oonditions would not happen before the 
following May. 
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The various activities of insect iife show their 
close relation to temperature when curves are platted. 
Bachmetjew has platted. a number of these. Regener 
gave data of the amount of food. eaten by the larvae 
of Dendrolimus, showing its connection with the 
temperature. Curves have also been made from observ-
ations by Tiohomirow on the rate of the pulsation 
of the hea.rt of the silk wor11l. These illustrate 
tho same general relation of temperature to the 
rate of growth and activity. 
Bachmetjew, in his Experimentelle Entomologische 
Studien, has made a great many observations 6h 
entomological phenomena. In the first part he took 
up only the relation of low temperatures to insect 
life, in the second part, however, he discusses the 
whole r~nge of temperature as related to insect 
activity and "brings out the relation of the time 
and temperature factors with great clearness." 
Sanderson gives an excellent summary of his views 
thus: 
I1For every speoies there is a certain range of 
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temperature, ! to J!., in which' it is normally aati ve. 
At a certain point its growth or activity is mo.st 
rapid, an increase or ·decrease of temperature from 
this point alike resulting in retarding the growth 
or t}ctivity. This point is the optimum. When 
the upper temperature limit 'oil actiVity is passed., 
at !, heat-rigor ensues. If the heat be increased 
to a point ~, death will result in a short time. 
This point is Imown as the maximum_ A.'.~emperatur@ 
above the maximum may be endured for a short time 
before death, but if the insect is brought to at·emp-
erature of B death is praotic~lly instanta.neous due 
to the coagulation of certain proteide of the 
protoplasm. Although ,heat-rigor oe'ours a.t any 
point above ~, the effect of it is due to the 
length of time of the exposure. Thus a varying 
length of exposure, according to the amount of temp-
erature, as long as the temperature remains' below 
the maximum! , will not kill the organism if it 
be returned to normal temperature, while it will 
die if it be maintained at a constant temperature 
above W. Metabolism does not necessarily cease 
during heat-rigor at temperatures above !, but 
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is greatly retarded." 
"If the temperature is lowered the'n at a . , 
point !, cold-rigor sets in and aotivity ceases. 
If it be comled below freezing to a point T, termed 
. ' -- , 
the "critical point" t tha internal heat of 'the. insect 
rebounds to a point N2- ' But if' the body t ,empe:rature 
again falls below the eritiosl point, as at '3. then 
death ensues. If after the critical point has 
been reaohed and. the rebound occurs, the inseet 
be removed to normal temperatures, it will usually 
revive, depending upon the length of ti~e it ,has 
been under-sooled. As in heat-rigor, metabQl.istJ1 ,does 
not cease at temperatures p:ro,ducingcold-rigor, thDugh 
no aotivity is apparent, but below a point !r'2' all 
metabolism ceases. Death at , low temperatures is 
, " 
held to be due to moleoul:ar 'rerarrangement, and 
mechanical injury, whereas death a.t high , temperatur,e 
is due to chemical changes in the proteids. The 
relation of both exoessive heat an-d excessive mold 
is, therefore, seen to depend upon the time involved 
and the rapidity with which the organism is cooled 
or heated and with which it is subsequently brought 
back to notmal temperatures. u 
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Daven port brought out these same facts in regard 
to both plants and animals. other investigators, 
working independently have proven practioally all 
of the points worked out by Bachmetjew but no one 
has bro~ght ~hem together as completely as he. 
The que stion of the determination of minimum 
and maximum points for the various species of 
insects is of great ,' :rmportance to the economic 
entomologists, who seek thus to find a means of 
controlling insect pests. 
Dr. L. o. Howard determined the points of 
cold-rieor and the minimum for several household 
pests with a view to turning this lmowledge to 
pract ical aocount in the prevention of insect 
injury in cold storage. 
Professor Dean has used the maximum or high 
temperature data in ridding mills of their insect 
pests. Indeed recent investigations seem to favor 
the idea that continued high temperatures are more 
uniformly fatal to insects than low ones. There 
ms however a field for further investigation , , 
~long both of these lines. 
Since it is proven beyonff a doubt that 
temperature has a powerful infl~ence on the length 
of t he periods o:f development, upon the amount of 
food eaten by insects, ' on the very workings of the 
ins ect organism - on the p~18ation of the heart -
it seems 'mot at all imporbable that ' it may exert 
an influence on the more, obscure mechanisms that 
take partin the change from parthenogenesis to 
gamogenesis. 
The green bug, like all insects is greatly 
infiliuBnced by temperature. The history of ali 
the destructive outbreaks of this insect when studied 
in connection with temperature, reoords, goes to 
prove that they are closely dep:endent u.pon the . . 
weather conditions. Professor P. A. Glenn gives 
a very complete discussion of this poiht in his 
paper on"The influenoe of olimate upon the Green bug 
and its parasiten • He concludes thus: "In 
conclus ion, we may say that the green bug, aside 
from being at the mercy of its many natural enemies, 
has a very precarious existence on account of 
climatic conditions. It cannot endure the high 
temperatures which prevail in summer, or the low 
temperatures which prevail in winter in most of the 
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grain-growing sections. For this reason it is 
confined to the temperate zone, and then chiefly 
to those regions bordering large bodies of wat er, 
where the s-reat extremes in summer and winter 
do not ocour, rather than to inland. regions . Tf 
"But it does manage to exist. However unfav-
orable the climatic condi tions may be over a region 
in goneral, some local conditions somewhere will 
enable a few to survive. here and there, amd. when 
more favorable oonditions come these will soon be 
able to restock the depleted. section, and when a 
cool moist summer is followed by an exceptionally 
mild. winter they will, in the absenoe or scarcity 
of their natural enemies, be able to appear in such 
numbers the following spring as to merit the clescrip-
tive title, 'Destructive Outbreak'. n 
As was mentioned before the green bug has 
been under observation in this laboratory since the 
Spring of 1907. . During this time a great many 
experiments have been performed along various 1ine~. 
Professor Hunter has kindly allowed me to p:se all data 
bearing upon temperature in relation to the varied 
activities of the green bug. 
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In Decem~er many young were isolated for the 
purpose of ascertaining the .length -of the period of 
development in the winter months , but not one of 
them was reared to maturity. They either died,. 
escaped or were lost before maturing. lit is 
eyident, however, that the period of .development 
is greatly prolonged by cold weatner. This was 
apparent from one of the experiments. Four young, 
born on December 17 were observed. One cast its 
first moult December ?7, and the other three 
December 30. One cast its second moult January 20, 
another on January 25 and the other two January 27. 
February 7 two .were .lost while transferring them 
to a new plant. . On February 10 one of the two 
remaining cast its third moult . On February 18 
a storm blew the tent away and the bugs were lost . 
So in the case of these· four we have: 
Number of days from birth to first moult, 
minimum 10, maximum 13. 
Number of days from birth to second moult , . 
minimum M, maximum 41. 
Number of days from birth to third moult , 
minimum 55, maximum not ascertained. 
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FroID these facts it may safely be estimated 
that the period of development 6f these individuals 
would have been from seventy-five to ninety days 
had observation continued till they had cast their 
fourth moult. In other wordS, young born the 
middle of Deoember would have matured froml:the first 
to the middle of March. 
The first one reared in the field was born 
March 10 and matured Maroh 28 or in 18 days. Three 
o~hers, born March 31, matured April 17, or in 17 
days. 
The mean temperature from December 17 to March 
1 was 35 degrees Fahrenheit. The mean temperature 
March 10 to April 28 was 56 degrees Fahrenheit, and 
the mean from March 31 to April 17 was 58 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
The length of life, ,period of reproduction, 
total' number of young and average number of young 
produced daily by each individual for January amd 
February, and also for March, April and May, are 
shown in the following summaries: 
L 
p 
R 
N 
Y 
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A 
Summary for Jamuary and February. 
-
Number of Experiment. To- Aver.,. 
, tala age. 
--
'-' • I 
8B 9B lOB ilJ3 12B 
Length of life ••••• 34 69 69 '61 38 261 52.2 
Reproduction perioQ. 23 52 52 30 26 183 36.5 
Total number young. 15 14 26 
" 
7 '7 69 13.8 
Average daily' ~umber of young or eacl{ ij~ivi( ll.al 
durinO' the ore roduc , ive eriod .374. I B , P P ,0 • 
Mean temperature for the period, 35 ~. ' 
Surnmary for March, April and May. 
, 
I Number of Experiment. ' . . ~o- Aver-, 
; tala age. 
l3A~ l4A 15A 16A 17A l8A 19~ '20A ~,2ll .22]; 
, 
ength 
Life. 53 60 84 59 61 59 74 48 50 dis. 548 60-9 , 
eriod i 
' 46 145 epro. ~O 50 49 141 42 24 29 31 387 38.7 
umber , , f 
142 l57.5 ollng. j ~9 160 45 166 81. 53 f 30 55 84 :575 
1 
Average daily number of young for each inClividual 
during reproductive period, 1.5. 0 
Mean temperature for period, 58 F. 
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The incli vi d.uals in experiments from No. l3B 
to 20A were reared in the laboratory, hence the 
period. of development was much shorter than it 
would have been had they been reared in the field f 
and the length of life shown in , the summary is lesa 
than it would be under natural conditions.' 
During summer temperature in the experimental 
laboratory the average ,length of life, bas~d.on 
continuous observation, from birth to death of 15 
green bugs, was 35 . 22 days; avera.ge number of 
offspring, 55.42; aveI'age period of reprodua,tion. 
22 .74 days; nverage number rep'roduced d.aily ,duxing 
reproductive period. 2.43; a~e at which reproduction 
beg ins. 7.1 clays; number of moul-ta, 4. 
This data was corroborated in an observat ion 
upon 54 green bugs selected at various ages and kept 
U11der similar aoniitions. 
The rate of reproduction in the winged forms 
appears to be about the same as in the wingless 
forms. T he same ratio of~·reprodu.otion and time 
of development attended those experiments aon·dueted 
in the field a:q.d kept Ullder observations during t he 
same period •. 
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During J anuar y and February. mean temperature 
35 F •• the average da ily number of yo~g for eaeh 
individua l during the reproductive period was .374; 
during March and April. mean temperature 58 ·F •• 1.5 
during the r epreductive period. · Laboratory 
experi ments frem Ja.nuary to May, mean temperature 
62.32 F •• gave r esults cerresponding to thos,e of 
sumnler temperatures in the f iold and laboratory. 
The lowest temperature at which offspring 
appeared eluring a day recorded maximum 38 F •• and 
minimum 4 F. Under artificial conditions ofis.pring 
were produced during a day of temperature 65 to 
103 F. 
Experiments were made to test the effect of heat 
en the green bug. An electric heated chamber was 
. , 
used for these. i..':hen the temperature rose above 
90 F., the green bugs began to' get restless , becoming 
more s O' as the temperature continued to rise. They 
ceased feeding and 'ranantively up and down the 
blades of wheat. left the plant ana endeavored to 
escape . It was difficult, to keep them ,confined. 
. , 
In fact, in most of the experiments started t hey 
succe eded in escapfung, or at least they disa~peared 
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and could not be found, dead or alive. 
In one experiment twelve adult wingless green 
bURS we re placed in the heated chamber on 1llIay 2. 
The daily maximum temperature ran8ed from 99 F. to 
103 F •. and the daily minimum from 52 F. to 67 F. 
By May 11 four of the adults were dead and there 
were about seventy-five young on the plant. On 
May 12 the maximum ran up to 107 F •• and as a result 
fifty-five dead bugs wore found. three live ones and 
the others were missing. The fatality was found to 
be eaua lly high in other similar experiments performed. 
The plnnts were watered daily in all of these exper-
iments. 
Summing up the data: the lowest temperature 
a t which green bugs reared in the field produced 
offspring was maximum 36 F., mini mum· 4 F. Under 
a rtificial conditions, it was found that the green 
bug produced offspring between" temperatures of 103 F. · 
and 65 F., t hough both adults and offspring soon 
perished under such conditions. Temperatures 
of 107 F. are fatal to t he green bug, though food 
supply is abundant. 
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Under natural conditions offspring which had 
appeared during a clay whon the temperature ma.xi mum 
was 95 F.. the minimum 72 F.were observe,d. 
Reducing the data to Bachroentjew ts terms we 
find for Toxoptera t he minimum of development is 
about 3 6 F . ~ the .rTcritical pOint" at which death 
occurs varies ac cording to the amount of moisture 
but it seems that a mean ~emperature of about 
34 F •• with the minimum not lower than about :3 F., 
is about the limit of .end.urance in dry winters. 
The optimum oitha' species· as shovvn by the r ate of 
re prod.uction i s about 68F. From this point the rate 
gradually decreases , though it is known to occur 
, .. 
at a bout 84 F . 1mtil the aphids cease feeclingat 
90 F . and death occurs at 100 to 107 F. 
Durine t he summer of 1911 no experiments were 
being performed but the st ock was being kept aDdth~ 
gene r a l conditffion observed. This surnmer was exceecl-
ingly hot and dry and it was very d. ifficult to keep 
the e reen bugs though the greatest . care waG taken 
to keep the :food sUFply abundant and in the coolest 
part of the laboratory. Gradually as the summer 
progressed, the stock seemed to lose vitality 
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until in the l atter part of August, in spite of 
a ll efforts, all of the forms disappeared! 
Endeavors were made t hat fall to renaw the 
stock but no gre en b~gs could be found in Kansas. 
The high temperatures had evidently piioven fatal 
to any such fo rms that mi ght have escaped their 
enemies. Inquiries were s ent out to various points 
where Toxoptera usually occurs. but it was not 
until the fall of 1912 t hat specimens were obtained. 
On November 5th , 1912 eight agamic forms were 
·received f r om Professor E. C. Cotton, KnOXVille, 
Tennessee . Thi s number was soon Breatly increased 
b y rapid. rep~~duction, under favorable conditions. 
This stoc}" was kept i n the l aborato}:y where the 
t emper at ure was never very low. There was also 
no severe we~ther until i n December. On December 
9th males were quite numerous. They were observed 
mat ing with fomales. These femal es vrere i sol ated. 
One of these f emales produced one male , one true 
fema le and mi e ratory a.nd wi ngless aGamiC forms . 
On December 13 , a true femal e wi th eges sh·o ..... ving 
clearly in body vras taken f rom tho stock and isolated. 
That a ft ornoon 2 eggs wer e de Qosited. In all this 
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female deposited six eggs. These eggs ~ere evidently 
not fertilized for they remained brown i~ color 
never turning black and shillling as the fertilized 
esgs do. 
Males and true females were found quite numerous 
throughout December and rranu~r1 and until the middle , 
of February. :Many black, ,shining eggs were eollec:ted 
and kept in a breeding cage 'out of doors in order 
that natural conditions might obtain. 
On April 7~ the first tiny stem mother\ was 
found which had hatched from one of the eggs,' had 
crawled on to the wheat and was already feeding. 
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, 
Temperature ~ affectWs the food yont'ent ofb9S:t plan"f;. 
1~~1hen we take up the question of the effect of 
-temporature upon the composition of plants we ~nter 
a field that has been much explored. For many 
years numerous investigators have been studying the 
e:ffec'P of environment upon the compositi'on of 
grain. Quite -a6ntradictory results have been obtained 
and therefore there is a very wide divergence of , . 
opinion as to ' the factors which influBn~e the 
oomposi tion of wheat • . 
The plan" in practioally all these studies 
has been to transfer the seed from one point to 
another and grow it under s. varietY ' of Qo.nditions 
and from the results . sO .obtained attempt. to draw 
( , 
conclusions as to the influenoe. of environment upon 
the compositfon of the grain. G. W. Shaw and 
E. II. ~'!al t ers of the Experiment stat ion, Berkeiy, 
California, however, have oonducted experiments under 
conditions whioh would eliminate all varying factors 
with the exception of the oomposition of the 80il 
itself. 
This oondition was established by g~owing. 
wheat from the same seed under the same conditions 
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on soils of widely different orig~ put under the 
same influences. 
In 19.05, the Ca11fornia Experiment Station, .!hn 
collaboration with the Bureau of Plant Industry of 
the United states DeI?artment of Agricult1).re, unde'rtook 
. . 
an investigation in g.rowing wheat from the . same ' 
original seed continuous ly in each of three io~alities. 
The e~sential co:p.clusions from analyses. of 
Brain thus grown wa:s as followe:~ 
(1) "Wheats ' of the 's~e va;riety when grown in 
. the same locality and Under the s;~e 'oonditions are, 
therefore, seem to v,ary but li,ttI~' inaomposi tion, ' 
although coming ·from seed 'differing widely in physical 
, , 
and chemical characteristios. ll " 
(2). f' Wheat 'of any .one variety, from anyone 
source, and. absolutely alike in ohemical a~d phYSical 
, 
characteristias:, where grown in a"ifferent localities, 
possessing differen-:f; aliriratie conditions, yields 
crops of very widelydifferent 'sppearance ana very 
different ohemiaal composition." 
(31' l'flEhe results so ' far obtained. would seem 
to ind.icat's that the ' soil ,and seed pla.y a relatively 
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smal l part . in" influencing the compoSition of 
crops.1t 
In 1907 Shaw undertook his ~xperiroent. of ' 
neutralizing the effect of climate and ha'Ving' as' a 
variable factor only t he soil~ To q.o this he . 
ha d spil, . on which wheat .ofa certain known oompQ8~tion 
had been produced, taken from Kansas ~ and. placed in 
a plat in California. A. 6he.ckplat of California 
soil WQS prepared. and seed planted, endeavoring tc? 
make all condi tionsa.s nearly equal as PQssible~ 
This same system was us ed in Kansas and Marylan~. 
The conclusions arrived at were as fol1ows~-
. . 
. 
1T It must be said that the result s so far obtained 
do not shed much light on therTqu6stion as to the 
influence of soil . nitrogen upon the nitro~en content 
of the wheat .. .It .is ' evident, however, that in 
neither of the series of trials has the grain 
carrying the larger nitrogen content been obtained 
from the soil plat having the heaviest total 
nitrogen content. In the light of the present 
data it seems quite certain that the soil nitrogen 
content has very little, if any, direct influence 
upon the nitrogen content of grain grown upon such 
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soil, and that some climatic faetor is sufficient 
to entirely overshad.ow tpe soil, factor. This is 
ent irely in harmony with the well 1mown wide 
fluctuu4ion of the 'nitrogen . content of wheat from 
season to season, although the' grain" be 'grown 
upon the same so 11. It may . be · that oertain physioal 
factors , enabling the soil to hold moistuxe better 
at certain poriods of the plant's,growth are responSible 
for the difference, but of this we have no data as 
far as these plats are concerned." 
"The results also show that a chemical analysis 
of a soil by the ten-:p.our hydroohloric acid digestion 
method reveals no definite relation between the 
chemical composition of the ~rop and the soil." 
"Further, it appears that the nitrogen content 
of an original seed when grown elsewhere than in a 
climate within which it has been acclimated, has 
little or no 'influence upon its progeny, and that 
even though it be acclimated still some seasonal 
factor is sufficient to either lower the nitrogen 
content of a high-gluten wheat or raise the nfutrogen 
content of a low..;gluten original." 
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As a result of the work of S&SW and Walters and 
their correlation of conclusions of earlier investi-
gators there seems to , be str~ng grounds for the 
belief that the climatic factor is the chief one 
in producing changes in the chemical eompositioh 
of wheat. 
Of course this study had to do with the compo-
sition of the grain but it is reasonable ~o suppose 
that if the ' grain is thus affected the composition 
of the rest of the plant would be 'likewise influenced 
in some measure at least. 
As has been said, this question regarding the 
effect of environment on the composition 'of grain 
has been much studied, but comparatively little 
work has been done in an attempt to correlate 
this phenomenon with that of the change in mode 
of reprDduction of these sap feeding insects, 
aphids. 
Many have thought that ,temperature was a factor 
in bringing about this change but hhe results of 
experiments thus far seem to show that it has but 
an indirect influence. Some,as Morgan and -Shull, 
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have suggested that the aging of the food plant 
mig~t have a bearing upon this problem. This 
wuggestion, however, does not seem to be entirely 
satisfactory, for in the case of Toxoptera graminum . . 
the sex forms appeare'd in experiments where the 
food. plant was never allowed t ·o grow old, but· Vias 
always young and. tender • . 
\Dewi tz makes another suggestion thus, "The 
autumn ,season produces also other notable effects 
upon the in~ect life. During autumn males appear 
of many insects and other arthpo:pod,s whioh are 
parthenogenetic in spring' and summer, and then . 
non-sexual propagation gives way to sexual. Henoe 
to speak of a phys iology of the seasons is perhaps 
not so unjustified as it may appear. Who can 
doubt that the numerous species of insecta which live 
and thrive on plants, in particularl/})aailt*lice tare 
vitally affected by the changes which autumn 
effects in plants. T he plant organism and its 
contents such as starch, sugar, albumen and enzymes 
differ greatly during the summer, autumn and winter 
seasons, and it is q~ite unthinkable that such 
material ohanges should be without effect upon the 
state of all in~ects which feed upon theIP." 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
It is 2;:',rather difficult task to test out in a 
practical way the suggest ions that have been ma:de as 
to just what part temperature may play ~n the great 
problem of the cause of the transition from the' 
parthenogenetic to the sexual mode of replr1oduction. 
In our study of the question with ref'erence to 
Toxoptera we have found that , 
1. Temperature bears a direct relation to 
the growth and development of T:ox9ptera graminum 
as is shown by the length of life, and rate of 
development and reproduction .fsee chart 1 
,2. That it seems to be a potent factor in 
changing the composition of wheat and the plant 
organism and t heir contents, which differ from 
season to season. 
Fork along this line is at p:r;esent under way, 
using recently installed apparatus by means of, which 
00 . 
temperatures rengins from 110 F. to 10 below zero 
F. , may be maint~ined. No definite results with this 
have aE} yet been ;- : obtained. 
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THE "GREEN BUG".Toxoptera graminup1. 
Fig. 1. Migratory form. 
. Fig. 2. ' Wingless forrp • 
Fig. 3. True feTpale. 
Fig. 4. Male . 
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A. HOEN &. CO. I BAL TI MORE 
THE ~GREEN BUG", ToxoEtera graminum. 
Figs. 1 and 2. Transitional forms, 
showing rudimentary wines . 
~ig. 3. Winged form, producing both 
living young and winter eggs. 
The viviparous young are readily 
distinguished by the black ere 
spots. 
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THE nGREEN BUG" , Toxopters graminum. 
Fig . 4 . ~ingles~ forms, being both 
oviparous and viviparous . 
Fig. 5. The same phenomenon is 
illus trated in both figures, 
the eggs arecleah , the living 
young distinguished by black 
eye spots . 
Fig. 6. A winged form, showing 
same condition. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
Chart showing relation between temp-
erature and rate of reproduction, based 
on number of offspring of ten green bugs 
during the given period. 
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Chart ~howing relation between temperature and rate of reproduction, bal
led on number of offspring of ten green bugs ~urjng 
the given period. 
FOOD EXPER~ffiNTS . 
Showing table containing foo4 ' experi~ 
menta and baok of it seoond ta.bl o with 
oheck aeries . 


